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Abstract. This paper describes a study analyzing the interaction of users with a 
computer system to show that user identification is possible only by analyzing 
the user interaction behavior. The identification of the user can be done with a 
precision of up to 99.1% within one working session. This classification rate 
can be improved using additional interaction indicators. Moreover, this kind of 
protection method using the analysis of the interaction of the user with the sys-
tem cannot be betrayed because of the uniqueness of the user interaction pat-
terns. The method and the results of the study will be presented and discussed.   
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1   Background and Significance 

The identification of the user can be found out using entrance oriented protection 
methods at computer systems (e.g. entering passwords). However, as soon as the per-
sonal acquisition dates of a user are known, another user can attain an unauthorized 
permanent use of the computer. Therefore, the loss of personal acquisition data can 
lead to the denial of the system functionality even for actually authorized users. More-
over, most of the entrance oriented user identification methods (such as matching of 
password, fingerprint, iris or face) do not ensure access security that cannot be cracked. 

Until now, recognizing the differences in the user interaction behavior in HCI has 
mainly been used to gather knowledge for the design or the adaptation of the HCI 
appropriately to the user needs. For example, there are cultural differences between 
Chinese and German users using a computer system which led to different user  
interaction profiles (cf. [1]).  

However, analyzing the interaction behavior can also be used to identify the user 
currently working with the computer. For example, from the user interaction events 
like keyboard strokes, individual user profiles can be generated by the computer sys-
tem (cf. [2]). Furthermore, usage oriented protection and user identification methods 
(as if the one presented in this paper) can check the user identity permanently at  
runtime, i.e. during working with the computer.  

In this paper, the focus lies on analyzing mainly mouse events. Method, study, and 
results are presented and discussed. 
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2   Method and Related Work 

User profiles can be created and recognized by the permanent logging and evaluation 
of human computer interaction. The interaction samples can be analyzed while using 
the system (e.g. by analysis of interaction frequency and style, cf. [1]). The most rele-
vant interaction means in HCI available today in computer systems are mouse and 
keyboard (cf. [3]). Bartmann investigated the user interaction with the keyboard very 
extensively (cf. [2]). They stated that every user has himself his own style of entering 
chars via keyboard. Röse and Heimgärtner researched the user-system interaction in 
the cultural context (cf. [4] and [1]). Heimgärtner recorded and analyzed the values of 
some of the most significant “interaction indicators” for HCI design: number of 
mouse moves and mouse clicks, number of using mouse wheel and number of key-
strokes (cf. [1]). The objective of the study presented in this paper is to find out if  
the user can be identified simply by analyzing the events the user produces while 
interacting with a computer system. 

2.1   Test Setting 

To record the user interaction behavior during interacting with the computer, a test 
program in C# has been developed.1 Several working sessions of two professional 
software developers have been recorded in September 2008 at IUIC.2 The test envi-
ronment was normalized as far as possible by the use of similar working conditions 
like the same operating system, integrated development environment, similar experi-
ence in programming and usage of computers (cf. table 1). Hence, most of the charac-
teristic aspects of the test setting except nationality and age are very similar.  
However, user 1 studied already in China and user 2 works and lives in Germany. 
Furthermore, the education and experience in programming is similar. Hence, in this 
case, nationality and age does not matter very strongly because the interaction with 
the system depends also heavily on context and situation (cf. [1]). This can be also 
supported by the fact that according to Inglehart [6], the secondary and tertiary cul-
tural imprint can cover or even change primary cultural imprint.3 Furthermore, this 
effect is small in contrast to the high robustness of the mean values of the interaction 
parameters got in this study, which indicates that the difference between the mean 
values of users with the same nationality is still big enough to identify the single user, 
by his interaction behavior.4 
                                                           
1 Using the IDE “Visual Studio 2003”, cf. [5]. 
2 Intercultural User Interface Consulting (IUIC) is a service provider advising and supporting 

the designers of intercultural user interfaces. The enterprise has come into being due to the 
steady demand for guidelines for the design of international products in the course of global-
ization. IUIC offers corresponding knowledge for user interface designer, software developer, 
and project manager by trainings, workshops, consulting, and research. This provides knowl-
edge for becoming market leader, having shorter development times and higher product  
conformity with foreign markets. 

3 However, the influence of being abroad a long time on the primary cultural imprint is contro-
versially discussed in cultural studies (cf. [7]). 

4 The Welch-Test to test the robustness of the equality of means is significant for all used 
measurement variables in this study, which indicates reliable results. 
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Table 1. Comparing the test setting 

 User 1 User 2 
Nationality German Chinese 
Education University University 
Function Software Developer Software Developer 
Age 41 23 
Gender Male Male 
Working place Aside of those of User 2 Aside of those of User 1 
Computer Same as those of User 2 Same as those of User 1 
Experience in Program-
ming 

Same as those of User 2 Same as those of User 1 

Experience with PC Same as those of User 2 Same as those of User 1 
Tasks Programming, Project management Programming, Documenta-

tion 
Duration of session 8 hours 8 hours 

2.2   Test Procedure and Data Collection 

The test tool has supported the test procedure. To begin a session, the user has 
to register with the system using a login procedure by specifying user name 
and password. In the learning stage, this allows the system to known, which 
user currently interacts with the system. During the user interaction with the 
system, the events are recorded and sequentially stored in a history file includ-
ing date and time stamp. During the sessions, the following system events of 
the two test participants were recorded simultaneously every second using the 
test program:  

• Date and time stamp  

• Mouse movements  

• Mouse clicks 

• Wheel movements 

• Keyboard entries 

• Process number 

• Application number 

• Current process 

• Active window    

• Application list. 
 

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables from the data collection of one 
session recorded in September 2008.  

2.3   Data Analysis 

The data analysis was carried out manually using the statistic-tools SPSS 16.0 and 
Statistica 8.5 applying the statistical methods "Jack-Knife" (discriminance analysis) 
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of the Data Collection 

User 1 User 2  
Mean Std. 

Error 
Std.  

Deviation 
Mean Std. 

Error 
Std. 

Deviation 
Mousemoves_total  159089 653 98983 177674 693 108797 
Mousemoves_second  15,61 0,15 22,48 17,64 0,20 31,12 
Mousemoves_per_second  13,49 0,04 5,88 17,05 0,03 4,65 
Mousewheels_total  2267,62 9,65 1462,48 1063,22 4,45 699,05 
Mousewheels_second  0,22 0,00 0,53 0,11 0,00 0,36 
Mousewheels_per_second 0,21 0,00 0,05 5,50 0,03 4,32 
Mouseclicks_total 2290,67 9,88 1497,23 3406,90 14,49 2274,22 
Mouseclicks_second 0,22 0,01 1,33 0,26 0,01 1,91 
Mouseclicks_per_second 0,21 0,00 0,07 0,46 0,00 0,68 
Keystrokes_total 1596,11 9,87 1495,71 1298,67 4,30 675,18 
Keystrokes_second 0,20 0,01 1,14 0,09 0,00 0,66 
Keystrokes_per_second 0,11 0,00 0,07 0,14 0,00 0,05 

and ANOVA (cf. [8]). For the interaction analysis, 12 computed parameters out of the 
collected data set regarding mouse and keyboard events have been used and stored 
chronologically in a data log file: 

• Number of mouse movements per second on average since start of data  
logging 

• Number of mouse movements in the last second 

• Number of mouse movements in total since start of data logging 

• Number of mouse clicks per second on average since start of data logging 

• Number of mouse clicks in the last second 

• Number of mouse clicks in total since test program installation  

• Number of Wheel movements per second on average since start of data  
logging 

• Number of Wheel movements in the last second 

• Number of Wheel movements in total since start of data logging 

• Number of keyboard entries per second on average since start of data  
logging 

• Number of keyboard entries in the last second 

• Number of keyboard entries in total since start of data logging 

3   Results 

3.1   Classification Power and Classification Parameters 

Table 3 shows the classification result of the cases of the collected data using dis-
criminance analysis. The users could have been identified 99.1% correctly just by 
analyzing the data of one working session.  
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Table 3. Correct User Identification of 99.1% 

Classification Results b, c 
Source: Table „User Lock 4.sav“  Predicted Group Membership (User) 

  
User 

1 2 Total 
1 19573 366 19939 Count 
2 17 22931 22948 
1 98,2 1,8 100,0 

Original 

% 
2 ,1 99,9 100,0 
1 19571 368 19939 Count 
2 17 22931 22948 
1 98,2 1,8 100,0 

Cross-validated a 

% 
2 ,1 99,9 100,0 

a) Cross validation is done only for those cases in the analysis. In cross validation, each case is classi-
fied by the functions derived from all cases other than that case. 
b) 99.1% of original grouped cases correctly classified. 
c) 99.1% of cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified. 

The interaction indicators for this high classification quote are presented in table 4. 

Table 4. Combination of interaction indicators exhibiting a classification quote of 99.1% 

Classification Function Coefficients 
Source: Table „User Lock 4.sav“ User 
 1 2 
Mousemoves_total ,000 3,047E-5 
Mousemoves_second -,003 ,012 
Mousemoves_per_second ,761 ,918 
Mousewheels_total -,028 ,023 
Mousewheels_second -,055 ,871 
Mousewheels_per_second 1,677 ,531 
Mouseclicks_total -,004 ,000 
Mouseclicks_second ,048 ,308 
Mouseclicks_per_second 8,695 -,352 
Keystrokes_total -,005 -,025 
Keystrokes_per_second 238,001 52,729 

The classification matrix in table 5 (lines represent the observed classifications and 
the columns represent the forecasted classifications) shows the results of the evalua-
tions of data of another session. The performance measurements yielded only  
insignificant deviations for the classification quotes as computed before. 

Table 5. User identification (97.4% successful) 

Classification function 
Source: Table „UserLock5.sav“ % correct User 1 - p=,56517 User 2 - p=,43483 
User 1 96,73450 28853 974 
User 2 98,47045 351 22597 
Total 97,48934 29204 23571 

On the one hand, this little difference in the classification rates can be caused by 
the shorter session length of (5 hours). Hence, the environmental conditions have 
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Table 6. Combination of interaction indicators providing a classification rate of 97.4% 

Classification function Groups 
Source: Table „UserLock5.sav“ User 1 - p=,56517 User 2 - p=,43483 
Mousemoves_total 0,0002 0,00003 
Mousemoves_second 0,0076 0,00207 
Mousemoves_per_second 0,8519 0,59341 
Mousewheels_total -0,0066 0,00300 
Mousewheels_second 0,1597 0,71770 
Mousewheels_per_second 1,0160 0,41765 
Mouseclicks_total -0,0022 -0,00145 
Mouseclicks_second 0,1419 0,06763 
Mouseclicks_per_second 0,3847 0,24561 
Keystrokes_total -0,0019 -0,00102 
Keystrokes_second 0,1089 0,08073 
Keystrokes_per_second 11,5202 3,85298 

been slightly different. Therefore, other values of the classification variables in the 
discriminance analysis effected in another combination of interaction parameters that 
was included in the classification model (cf. table 6).  

Since not all interaction parameters do classify similarly well, mutual “distur-
bances" can arise in the context of the calculation of the classification quote. Al-
though the classification rate of approx. 97% is very good, still an increase can be 
expected using additional well classifying interaction parameters. Even more and 
relevant parameters must be researched to receive proper information about the user 
behavior and to get information that is more suitable for user identification. This is 
made by combination with further interaction data like interaction breaks as well as 
sensor data, which can be used for the user identification. This is necessary for early 
identification, i.e. that the user can be recognized at best immediately after beginning 
the session.  

3.2   Learning Curve and User Profiles 

The learning curve until the user can be identified (ordinate) as well as the time in 
hours (abscissa) can be taken from figure 1. Thereby, the simplest interaction parame-
ters were selected, i.e. interaction numbers per second: mouse movements per second, 
mouse clicks per second, mouse wheels movements per second and key strokes per 
second.  

The analysis of the measured data shows a reconnaissance precision of approx. 
98%) after a learning stage of about 2.5 hours. From the diagram in figure 1 can be 
seen that the learning stage could already have been ended after considerably shorter 
time. The course of the curves for user 1 lies more high than the course of the curves 
for user 2 (except for mousemoves_per_second) already shortly after the beginning of 
the session and represents approximately the same trend of the distances of the mean 
average values of the complete session. At approx. 0.25 to 0.5 hours, all mean average 
values already cut the curves of the users in the right distance to each other. There-
fore, it can be assumed that the learning stage can be shortened correspondingly.  

The user profile is the more correct the more it is in common with the real interac-
tion behavior of the user. Hence, the results like shortening of the learning stage, 
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Fig. 1. Learning curve of the user profile for some interaction parameters as well as the dura-
tion for the user identification (indicated by the similar course of the learning curves of both 
users after about 2.5 hours) 

rising of the precision and distance between the mean average values as well as the 
correctness of the user profiles are expected to still improve with the rising number of 
measured and analyzed relevant interaction parameters.  

4   Discussion 

4.1   Problems and Restrictions 

On the one hand, the high classification rate can be explained by the fact that there are 
cultural differences in HCI as shown in [1] because one of the participants has been a 
Chinese and one a German user. Employing persons that are even more “homogene-
ous” as well as using bigger samples simultaneous must minimize this effect in fea-
ture studies. On the other hand, the kind of used applications by the test persons can 
vary very much. This may explain the differences not only in the number and in kind 
of used applications but also in the values of the interaction indicators representing 
the usage of different applications. The varying classification rates can be caused also 
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by methodological issues: Since e.g. the cases not classified correctly have immedi-
ately been in the database behind each other, fault data results. However, these can 
easily be corrected by calculating them out from the "correct" data by transforming 
the database. The classification rate climbs almost up to 100% through this and which 
is available for the system within short time, i.e. after approx. 15 min. to 2.5 hours  
of observation. The separating sharpness and the connections of the individual  
parameters for the identification of the user have to be investigated still in detail.  

Moreover, there are at least two problems arising from the interaction analysis ap-
proach. First, the mean of the values of the interaction indicators of all analyzed users 
can approach in worst-case the same value if observed over longer time or many ses-
sions. Hence, the user profiles will be getting similar and their discriminance strength 
regarding different users’ decreases over time. To avoid this problem, only time slices 
or single sessions should be compared.  

Second, it is very difficult to get mean values for the different users especially at 
the beginning of the analysis phase because the system does not know if the observed 
values can be used as reference values to compare them to other users. Hence, learn-
ing stage is necessary. As long as a user is not identified obviously by his interaction 
with the computer yet, the protection system still cannot work profitably. Neverthe-
less, the means of the interaction indicators regarding the interaction behavior of the 
participants stabilized within about two hours. Hence, user identification can be done 
by the system in any case using the data of only one session. 

4.2   Benefits and Expansions 

The algorithm derived from the user identification method of analyzing the interaction 
behavior of the user with the system cannot be deceived and bypassed because it is not 
possible to imitate perfectly the complex and dynamic interaction behavior of a certain 
user over time. This “dynamic” user identification method as applied while using com-
puters is therefore fundamentally safer than "static" user identification methods.  

Furthermore, first statistical examinations show that the duration of the learning 
stage decreases with increasing the number of interaction criteria. Particularly, the 
combination of the analysis of interaction data from the user interface and of sensor 
data available from the sensors inside of the system (e.g. temperature, acceleration, 
pressure etc.), results in reliable identification criteria within very short learning times 
from some hours down to some seconds of object use (depending on number,  
frequency and combination of available object data).  

The measurement equipment can be expanded by sensors of any type (e.g. move-
ment, pressure, temperature, light etc.) to measure e.g. the distance to the computer, 
keystroke strength, seat compression distribution or the pressure on all objects at the 
HMI like hand and arm bearing surfaces, state and seat weight or tip speed. Thereby, 
the user behavior during the interaction with the system can be analyzed in various 
combinations and almost arbitrarily exactly. 

5   Conclusion and Outlook 

User identification that is not deceivable is possible by analyzing the user interaction behav-
ior with the computer system using relevant interaction indicators. The classification rates 
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of 97-99% from data captured within 2.5 hours implicate high quality of user identification. 
The analyses support the assumption that these classification rates can be improved by 
additional variables. The biggest differences have been found using the following interac-
tion indicators: number of mouse moves, mouse wheel usage, and number of keystrokes 
followed by the number of mouse clicks. The cross-validated classification rate recognizing 
the correct user using these four interaction indicators is 99.1%. The differences in the 
interaction behavior between the test persons are highly significant (p < 0.001). Further-
more, user profiles can be generated from this representing the user needs which help to 
design suitable HCI. 

However, much research has still to be done to get new interactions indicators as 
well as to improve their user identification rate. The next step is to do a study with 
many more “equal” users to check the reliability of the identification rate and to get 
the identifying algorithm in detail.  

Acknowledgments. Many thanks go to all persons who contributed to the study  
presented in this paper. 
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